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I. INTRODUCTION

According to one article, “Since the late 1980’s, . . . at least 200 women in more than 30 states have been prosecuted for behavior while pregnant that posed danger to their fetuses.”¹ Such behavior includes using illegal drugs and alcohol, both of which are commonly known to cause birth defects and other problems during pregnancy. Prosecutors around the country have found innovative ways to charge women for this behavior, as most states do not have a statute that expressly criminalizes drug or alcohol use while pregnant. These tactics include charging women with child abuse, delivery of a controlled substance, child endangerment, and even homicide. Most cases in which pregnant women are prosecuted for drug use while pregnant have failed. Alabama and South Carolina are the only two states where convictions have been upheld by the states’ supreme courts.² The Supreme Court of the United States has so far denied certiorari on all cases that have been appealed to it, but the split is growing, and the Court will likely weigh in soon.

This Note will present both sides of the debate but will ultimately conclude that prosecutions of women for drug and alcohol use while pregnant will not survive review by the Supreme Court. While the public policy arguments seem, on balance, to support prosecution, the constitutional implications concerning equal protection will most likely triumph. Part II of this Note will examine the historical roots of prosecutions for drug use by pregnant women. Part III will evaluate the arguments for and against allowing such prosecutions. These arguments can be roughly divided into three broad categories: public policy concerns, constitutional implications, and statutory construction arguments. Part IV will explore the prosecution of women under Alabama’s Chemical Endangerment of a Child statute. Part V will assess the future of this debate. This Note does not address the many possible health effects that drug use can have on fetuses. The scholarship on that topic is well developed, and it is common knowledge that certain drugs can cause harm to fetuses.

II. HISTORY

South Dakota was the first state to pass laws mandating that pregnant women using drugs during pregnancy be taken into custody and forced to

participate in rehabilitation. The law, passed in 1998, gives relatives and state officials the power to force pregnant women to undergo treatment for drug abuse. Relatives may order the commitment of pregnant women for a maximum of two days. Judges may order commitment for up to nine months. Wisconsin soon followed South Dakota with the so-called “cocaine mom” law. Under that law, any harm done to a fetus by the mother’s drug use explicitly constitutes child abuse. The cocaine mom law allows for confinement in a treatment center for pregnant women who abuse drugs or alcohol. These laws are becoming more and more common. For example, Florida law provides that harm to a child caused by in vitro exposure to alcohol or drugs can be established upon the child testing positive for those substances immediately after birth. Illinois law dictates that the presence of an illegal drug or controlled substance in a newborn is prima facie evidence of child abuse. These statutes have the effect of declaring drug use by pregnant women child abuse.

Long before laws explicitly criminalized this behavior, however, prosecutors found innovative ways to charge women under existing drug laws. One of the earliest examples of this is Reyes v. Superior Court, a 1977 California case in which a heroin addict was charged with child endangerment after her twins were born with heroin in their systems. Reyes was acquitted after the California Court of Appeals determined that the child endangerment law did not apply to fetuses. Similarly, in Tennessee, Demetria Jones was charged with aggravated assault on her fetus after cocaine was found in her system. The attorney general suggested that Jones could have been charged with reckless endangerment with a deadly weapon. Jones ultimately pleaded guilty and was sentenced to time in a work program.
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Attorneys have also used statutes prohibiting the delivery of drugs to a minor to prosecute pregnant women.\textsuperscript{19} The theory of these cases is that pregnant women “deliver” drugs to their fetuses through the umbilical cord.\textsuperscript{20} Such cases have rarely been successful. In 1992, for example, the Florida Supreme Court held that delivery laws did not apply to transfer through the umbilical cord.\textsuperscript{21}

Charging pregnant addicts under child abuse laws did not become common until the 1990s.\textsuperscript{22} In one of the first of these cases, Diane Pfannenstiel of Wyoming faced charges of child abuse when alcohol was found in her system while she was pregnant.\textsuperscript{23} The Wyoming child abuse statute at issue made injury to the child a necessary element of the crime.\textsuperscript{24} Pfannenstiel’s case was dismissed after a judge determined that the state was unable to sufficiently prove that element.\textsuperscript{25}

Before the Alabama Supreme Court case in early 2013, South Carolina was the only state whose supreme court had upheld criminal prosecutions of pregnant women for drug use during pregnancy.\textsuperscript{26} The case, \textit{Whitner v. State}, involved a woman who gave birth to a child that had cocaine in its system.\textsuperscript{27} Whitner pled guilty to criminal child neglect for using cocaine while pregnant and was sentenced to serve eight years in prison.\textsuperscript{28} The Supreme Court of South Carolina reviewed the case on Whitner’s petition for post-conviction relief, which the lower court had granted on grounds of ineffective assistance of counsel.\textsuperscript{29} The court reversed, holding that there was no error in Whitner’s plea.\textsuperscript{30} The court cited its previous decisions declaring that the definition of the term “child” included a viable fetus.\textsuperscript{31} The court stated, “[I]t would be absurd to recognize the viable fetus as a person for purposes of homicide laws and wrongful death statutes but not
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for purposes of statutes proscribing child abuse.\textsuperscript{32} Whitner argued that criminalizing drug use by pregnant women would lead to criminalization of other behaviors during pregnancy that were otherwise legal, such as smoking or drinking.\textsuperscript{33} The court rejected this slippery slope argument, stating that child abuse after the child is born is not defined according to the legality of the underlying action.\textsuperscript{34} Rather, child abuse is defined by the effect of the action.\textsuperscript{35} The court also rejected an argument based on the rule of lenity, claiming that because the statute is not ambiguous the rule does not apply.\textsuperscript{36} Finally, Whitner contended that she lacked fair notice that her conduct constituted child abuse.\textsuperscript{37} The court rejected that argument as well, claiming that the fact that cocaine has the potential to harm fetuses is common knowledge.\textsuperscript{38} Shortly after Whitner was affirmed, South Carolina passed a law providing for a possible jail time sentence for pregnant women who abuse drugs or alcohol.\textsuperscript{39}

Courts have also charged pregnant addicts with more serious crimes, such as murder.\textsuperscript{40} In 1996, Deborah Zimmerman was charged with first-degree reckless injury and attempted first-degree intentional homicide of her unborn child.\textsuperscript{41} Zimmerman was taken to a hospital from a local bar, where she had been drinking, when she believed she was going into labor.\textsuperscript{42} She allegedly told one of the nurses at the hospital that she intended to keep drinking until both she and the fetus died unless they kept her at the hospital.\textsuperscript{43} Prosecutors used that statement to establish the intent necessary for the attempted homicide charge.\textsuperscript{44} The child was born after Zimmerman consented to a doctor-recommended C-section.\textsuperscript{45} Baby M.M.Z was born with a blood alcohol level of 0.199% and physical indicators of fetal alcohol syndrome.\textsuperscript{46} The Wisconsin court acquitted Zimmerman of the homicide charge on the theory that the state’s “born alive” rule precluded the homicide law from applying to fetuses.\textsuperscript{47} The born alive rule originated
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in English common law and requires that an infant be born alive in order for a charge of homicide to stand. Since the born alive rules require a baby to be born alive for a homicide charge, the court reasoned, there can be no homicide, or attempted homicide, until after the baby is born. The court also cited the plethora of Wisconsin statutes in which the legislature had specifically included fetuses in the realm of those it intended to protect. Since this statute did not, the court concluded that the legislature must not have intended it to apply to fetuses. Regulating this kind of behavior during pregnancy, according to the court, was a step down a slippery slope. It could lead to the court regulating behavior that is completely legal, if it was deemed to be a risk to the fetus. The court also referenced several public policy concerns, such as the belief that it is preferable to deal with addiction through treatment rather than incarceration, that women will avoid prenatal care for fear of prosecution, and that it is the legislature’s place to criminalize behavior that is not already explicitly listed in the criminal code.

Another South Carolina woman, Regina McKnight, holds the dubious honor of being the first woman in the United States to be charged with homicide by child abuse of her own fetus. McKnight’s child was stillborn, and a subsequent autopsy determined that the cause of death was cocaine consumption. The Supreme Court of South Carolina upheld her conviction and sentence of twenty years. The court relied heavily on its earlier decision in Whitner, finding that McKnight ingested cocaine knowing of potential health risks to the fetus and knowing that she was pregnant, findings that were sufficient to create a jury question on whether she acted with the necessary intent for the homicide statute. The legislature had apparently amended the homicide by child abuse statute in the interim between the Whitner and McKnight decisions without changing the word “child,” a fact that court found indicative of the legislature’s intent to preserve the court’s construction of the word as including
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Interestingly, McKnight argued in her appeal that conviction for cocaine use while pregnant invaded her constitutional right to privacy. The court rejected this argument, saying that there was no fundamental right to ingest cocaine, either while pregnant or while not pregnant. While the court admitted that McKnight suggested genuine policy concerns, such as fear that women will decide to have abortions or fail to seek prenatal care rather than face possible criminal sanctions, the court stated that McKnight was “in reality attempting to assert the privacy rights of other pregnant women, something she does not have standing to do.” The state supreme court ultimately reversed the decision denying McKnight’s petition for post-conviction relief due to ineffective assistance of counsel in 2008.

Alabama and South Carolina are the only states to date that have upheld the prosecutions of pregnant women for drug use. As of yet, the United States Supreme Court has denied certiorari on all cases concerning this issue.

III. CASES IN ALABAMA

In 2006, the Alabama legislature passed the Chemical Endangerment of a Child statute. It was intended to punish individuals who manufactured methamphetamine near children. Prosecutors have found a different use for the statute, however: prosecuting women who ingest drugs while pregnant. Since 2011, at least twenty-five women have been prosecuted for chemical endangerment of a fetus. Alabama has been called “the national capital for prosecuting women on behalf of their newborn children.” Greg Gambril, one of the first prosecutors behind this movement, stated that the prosecutions were in an effort to protect unborn children, saying, “We are doing this for the sole purpose of trying to make sure both the mother and the child have a healthy pregnancy.” To that
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end, the goal is to get pregnant women into treatment.\textsuperscript{71} Gambril stated that his office settles once the woman agrees to receive treatment.\textsuperscript{72}

Hope Ankrom and Amanda Kimbrough were both charged with chemical endangerment of a child for drug use while pregnant\textsuperscript{73} and pled guilty.\textsuperscript{74} This term, their cases were combined for review before the Alabama Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{75} With these cases, the court decided that the word “child” in the chemical endangerment statute includes fetuses.\textsuperscript{76}

Hope Ankrom gave birth to a son who tested positive for cocaine on January 31, 2009.\textsuperscript{77} Medical records revealed that Ankrom had tested positive for both cocaine and marijuana multiple times while she was pregnant.\textsuperscript{78} On February 18, 2009, Ankrom became one of the first women in Alabama to be charged with chemical endangerment on the theory that she had caused her fetus to ingest cocaine.\textsuperscript{79} Ankrom eventually pled guilty and was sentenced to a three-year suspended sentence and one year of probation.\textsuperscript{80} Amanda Kimbrough gave birth to a son on April 29, 2008 after testing positive for methamphetamine.\textsuperscript{81} She was less than twenty-six weeks pregnant, and the child lived less than twenty minutes.\textsuperscript{82} The medical examiner determined that the child had died from acute
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methamphetamine intoxication as a result of his mother’s drug use.\textsuperscript{83} Kimbrough pled guilty to chemical endangerment of a child and was sentenced to ten years in jail.\textsuperscript{84}

Both Ankrom and Kimbrough filed appeals, alleging essentially the same arguments.\textsuperscript{85} In Ankrom’s appeal, the Court of Criminal Appeals held that the term “child” as used in the chemical endangerment statute included a fetus and affirmed her conviction.\textsuperscript{86} The court reached this decision through analysis of the statute, considering, among other things, the stated public policy of Alabama to protect unborn life, the previous interpretations of the word “child” by the Alabama Supreme Court to include fetuses, the plain meaning doctrine,\textsuperscript{87} and decisions from other jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{88} The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals also affirmed Kimbrough’s conviction in an unpublished opinion.\textsuperscript{89} Ankrom and Kimbrough again appealed on three grounds, arguing that the chemical endangerment statute does not apply to fetuses, that applying the statute to fetuses is bad public policy, and that applying the statute to fetuses is unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{90} These arguments are explored further below. The Alabama Supreme Court combined the cases and found that the only issue in dispute was whether the child endangerment statute applied to fetuses.\textsuperscript{91} The court ultimately held “that the plain meaning of the word ‘child’ in the chemical-endangerment statute includes an unborn child or fetus.”\textsuperscript{92} The court therefore affirmed the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals decisions, with the caveat that it “expressly reject[ed] the Court of Criminal Appeals’ reasoning insofar as it limits the application of the chemical-endangerment statute to a viable unborn child.”\textsuperscript{93}

IV. ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST

The main arguments advanced on both sides of this debate fall into three categories: public policy, constitutional, and statutory construction. Public policy arguments cover a wide range of topics, but focus primarily on increasing public health and ensuring children are born healthy.
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Constitutional arguments focus on the right to privacy, fair notice and due process, and equal protection. Finally, statutory construction arguments manipulate the rules of statutory interpretation to reach the desired result.

A. Public Policy Against Prosecuting Women for Drug Use While Pregnant

1. Pregnant Women Will Not Seek Medical Treatment or Proper Prenatal Care and May Choose to Have an Abortion for Fear of Facing Criminal Charges

There is a risk that fetal abuse statutes discourage pregnant women from seeking medical attention for fear of prosecution or losing their children. Not only will these women not receive substance abuse treatment, but their fear is likely to discourage them from seeking prenatal care as well. Some women who would otherwise have obtained prenatal care may not because they are uncertain about what behavior could have criminal repercussions. Drinking alcohol, for example, is not illegal in itself, but some jurisdictions have prosecuted women for drinking alcohol while pregnant. Women may be reluctant to go to the doctor if they fear they will be reported to the authorities. Furthermore, fetal abuse statutes make drug use while pregnant a separate crime from regular drug use codes. This means that pregnant women can be charged with both crimes. The added crime and penalty may act as an additional deterrent to seeking help.

Some jurisdictions have experimented with a system in which doctors report pregnant women they suspect of using drugs to the authorities. A reporting system could create an even stronger deterrent effect on women seeking prenatal care. Women are unlikely to seek appropriate care if they fear their doctor may report them to the police. Even if a woman does seek care, she will undoubtedly not tell her physician about any drug use, which may prevent the doctor from offering appropriate advice or service. Hospitals that do not have an official policy addressing pregnant women who test positive for drugs may still report positive results to Human Resources or the appropriate agency, which may then call police. A nurse practitioner at a hospital in Alabama, for example, said in an interview that she reported all instances indicative of possible child abuse to the Department of Human Resources, and she considered a positive drug test to fall within that category.
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The Supreme Court addressed hospital-reporting systems in Ferguson v. City of Charleston in 2001. The case involved a public hospital in South Carolina that worked with police to create a policy that would notify police of pregnant women who tested positive for cocaine. At the first positive test, women were to be given a chance to attend treatment. If the woman tested positive a second time, however, police were notified. If the woman was less than twenty-eight weeks pregnant, prosecutors charged her with possession; if she was more than twenty-eight weeks, prosecutors charged her with possession and distribution. If a woman tested positive for cocaine while in labor, she was charged with possession, distribution, and unlawful neglect of a child. Ferguson and nine other women arrested under this policy sued the city, claiming that the drug tests constituted unconstitutional searches. The Court first found that the drug tests were searches under the Fourth Amendment. The Court then distinguished the case from cases in which a special need warranted suspicionless searches on the ground that the primary goal of the policy in this case was “the use of law enforcement to coerce the patients into substance abuse treatment.” The real purpose of the policy, according to the Court, was to produce evidence (positive drug tests) that could be used against these women in court proceedings. It did not matter that the overall goal was the furtherance of the health of the women and their children by forcing them to choose between receiving treatment for addiction and facing criminal charges. The Court held that the policy violated Fourth Amendment protections. This case is telling. If medical personnel are required or allowed to report prenatal drug use, it is likely that women will avoid seeking any sort of medical care for fear of prosecution or other consequences. Even if women only believe that doctors can report them, they may decide not to seek medical care.

As a result of the concern that pregnant drug users will not seek help for fear of prosecution, many large medical and health organizations have issued statements opposing criminalizing this behavior. The American
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Medical Association and the American Academy of Pediatrics are both opposed to these prosecutions. The American Psychiatric Association issued an official statement in March of 2001, declaring that it “oppose[d] the criminal prosecution and incarceration” of women for “child abuse charges based solely on the use of substances during pregnancy.” The statement expressed fear that pregnant women would not receive the necessary prenatal care for fear they could face criminal charges.

Some suggest that pregnant women may choose to have abortions rather than face a criminal penalty. This risk is particularly acute in jurisdictions that do not limit the application of child abuse statutes (and other similar statutes that may be used in drug prosecutions) to viable fetuses. Furthermore, in many jurisdictions, the penalty for an illegal abortion is less severe than the penalty women would face for drug use while pregnant. One attorney who represented a woman faced with criminal punishment for her conduct while pregnant quoted her client as stating, “I’m going to jail because I didn’t have an abortion.” Another defense attorney spoke against these prosecutions, saying she had a client who refused to go to the hospital when she went into labor for fear of criminal consequences if she tested positive for drugs. The woman instead gave birth at home with no medical assistance.

Finally, women who have faced criminal charges may have trouble if they file for government assistance later. Felony convictions may limit the amount of assistance a woman is able to receive. For a woman who retained custody of her child, this could have disastrous consequences for her and society as a whole.
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2. *Incarceration Is Not a Cure for Drug Addiction and May Actually Be Harmful*

Practically, incarceration offers no cure for substance abuse, and many health officials claim that treatment would be a much better option.120 Some argue that putting pregnant drug users in prison at least keeps them off drugs.121 However, studies have shown that incarceration is less successful at keeping people off drugs than drug treatment programs.122 Additionally, most people would undoubtedly agree it is not impossible to obtain access to drugs in prison.

Incarcerating pregnant women may also be harmful if the prison does not have adequate prenatal care facilities. Most prisons are not equipped to provide a sufficient level of prenatal treatment.123 Of course, the other side of this argument is that pregnant addicts are unlikely to seek prenatal care anyway, and the prenatal care available in prison would be better than nothing. Some commentators point to horrible incidents of women giving birth in jail cells, unattended by medical professionals and ignored by guards. For example, a judge in Maryland jailed Kari Parsons (supposedly for failing a drug test while on probation) while she was pregnant.124 She went into labor while still incarcerated, but the guards ignored her pleas for medical attention.125 The guards moved Parsons away from other inmates to a cell by herself.126 There she gave birth to a son, alone.127 The child was born healthy but later developed an infection from the unsanitary conditions of the jail cell where he was born.128

Once a pregnant woman becomes addicted to a drug, there is no easy solution. The woman can comply with the law and stop using drugs, but this decision would likely cause withdrawal, which can be dangerous to the fetus.129 The other option is to continue using the drug, which obviously carries risks as well.130 A woman addicted to opiates may seek help at a methadone clinic, but there is no guarantee that she would not be prosecuted if her child were to be born with methadone in its system.
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Clearly, any course of action carries with it potentially negative consequences.

3. Separation of Families Is Against Public Policy Unless Absolutely Necessary

Problems that may arise as a result of removing a child from its mother must also be considered in this debate. Some courts, in their refusal to interpret the word “child” to include fetuses, have said that such an interpretation would conflict with a public policy focused on keeping children with their parents if possible. Incarceration of the mother will necessarily result in separation from her child during the child’s infancy. If the woman has other children, they will lose their mother too. Because of these concerns, many states’ public policies dictate that children should not be separated from their mothers if there is an alternative course of action that would keep the child safe.

4. Criminalizing Behavior During Pregnancy Can Lead Down a Slippery Slope

Many opponents fear that holding women legally liable for drug use during pregnancy will lead to government intrusion in other aspects of pregnancy, the first step down a slippery slope. Once it is a crime to ingest drugs while pregnant, it is not a big step toward penalizing instances of poor judgment that could endanger the fetus. Any substance that a pregnant woman ingests with the potential to harm her fetus could run afoul of this law.

The Wisconsin court deciding Deborah Zimmerman’s case cited this slippery slope argument. The Whitner court had rejected a slippery slope argument, but the Zimmerman court found it persuasive, stating that any “reckless or dangerous conduct...could become criminal behavior because the actions were taken while the woman was pregnant.” Furthermore, the court noted, the end of this slope could result in the inclusion of “failure to secure adequate prenatal medical care” or “excessive exercising or dieting” as criminal behavior.
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In 2004, Utah took a step further down this slope. Melissa Rowland was charged with first-degree murder after her child was stillborn on the theory that the death was caused by her refusal to undergo a Caesarian section. There was also evidence Rowland had abused drugs during her pregnancy. Prosecutors claimed that Rowland refused the C-section out of vanity; she didn’t want a scar. In an interview, Rowland denied the vanity theory, pointing out that this operation would have been her third C-section. Rowland eventually pleaded to child endangerment, and her case never reached trial. The prosecutor in the case did not deny that women have a right to choose between medical treatment options while pregnant, but implied that pregnant women could not choose to not receive medical treatment at all.

Many child abuse statutes criminalize behavior that harms the child regardless of the legality of the behavior. It follows that pregnant women could be prosecuted for a host of legal behaviors that endanger their fetuses, such as smoking or even jaywalking. In fact, women have been prosecuted for consuming alcohol while pregnant. A legislator in Arkansas proposed a law in 2006 that would make it illegal for women to smoke while pregnant. The proposal was endorsed by current Governor Mike Huckabee but was ultimately unsuccessful. The South Carolina Supreme Court explicitly stated in *Whitner v. State* that it believed the legality of the behavior that causes that abuse is irrelevant. Once we disregard the legality of the underlying behavior and focus solely on the safety of the fetus, it is easy to see how slippery the slope becomes.
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B. Public Policy for Prosecuting Women for Drug Use While Pregnant

1. Prosecuting Women Will Have a Deterrent Effect

Criminalizing drug use while pregnant may have an important deterrent effect. This deterrent effect has two aspects. First, women prosecuted under these statutes are less likely to use drugs during any future pregnancies they may have. The second aspect suggests that prosecuting these women will serve as a warning to other women in the community, who are then more likely to avoid drug use during pregnancy. Gary McAliley, an Alabama district attorney, stated that one of the reasons that he pursues chemical endangerment cases against pregnant drug users is because he hopes it will deter other women from using drugs while pregnant. Punishment is key to his strategy: “It’s important for society to know that [drug use while pregnant] will be prosecuted and dealt with severely.”

An argument related to deterrence claims that prosecuting these women is a way to force them to seek treatment for their substance abuse problems. Incarceration in either a jail or a treatment program forces pregnant women to stop using alcohol or drugs and allows them to receive treatment. The response to this argument is often that prosecution may still cause some women not to seek prenatal care or substance abuse treatment because they are afraid of being charged with a crime. Also, as stated above, drugs can likely be obtained in most jails and prisons.

2. Women Who Harm Their Fetuses Through Drug Use Deserve to Be Punished

Another argument made in favor of fetal abuse prosecutions of pregnant drug users concerns punishment. Women who use drugs during pregnancy are putting their fetuses at great risk, the argument goes, and are therefore deserving of punishment. At least some judges appear to subscribe to this argument. A South Carolina judge, for example, when faced with a woman who used cocaine while pregnant stated, “I’m sick and
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tired of these girls having these bastard babies on crack cocaine and . . . the law they gave me, it said I could put them in jail.”

A lot of harm is done to innocent children whose mothers use drugs while pregnant. Someone should have to pay for that harm, and the guilty party is the mother. Some prosecutors claim that babies born into this sort of environment frequently show up later in their lives as criminal defendants. The child, therefore, is punished for the crimes of its mother, but the mother is never held accountable for the damage that she did to her child. Problems at birth are not the only concern; the effects of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy can follow a child for its entire life. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, for example, is a disease that may always cause problems for those born with it.

The argument in favor of punishment is even stronger when pregnant women who are not addicted to drugs use them recreationally. Tiffany Hitson of Covington County, Alabama was charged with chemical endangerment after her daughter tested positive for both cocaine and marijuana at birth. Hitson wrote in a letter to the judge that “I made the biggest mistake of my life [and] did some drugs with her father right before I went into labor, unaware I was about to have her.” Apart from the fact that it is unclear whether she believes her mistake was doing drugs or doing drugs right before she went into labor, the letter implies that her use of drugs was entirely recreational and not the result of an addiction. Amanda Kimbrough, one of the women whose case went before the Alabama Supreme Court earlier this year, claims that she only did meth once during her pregnancy. Kimbrough went into premature labor, and the child died. Addicts at least need to use drugs in order not to experience withdrawal; mothers like Hitson have no such excuse.
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3. Criminalizing This Behavior Will Increase Public Health

Advocates of criminalizing drug use while pregnant claim that public health will be benefited as a result.\footnote{163} Any deterrent effect caused by such laws will obviously benefit public health, but the effect will extend further. Any women reported for prenatal drug use will receive treatment, thereby increasing the health of the woman and her fetus.\footnote{164}

Problems associated with prenatal drug use can follow a child for the rest of its life. Much of this damage is permanent, and it can be seriously debilitating.\footnote{165} Adding criminal penalties for women who use drugs and alcohol while pregnant may incentivize women to quit, which would increase public health overall. The risks associated with drug use are common knowledge, and there is certainly an argument to be made that it is common knowledge that use of drugs can harm a fetus. Some advocates of prosecution claim that cocaine has such serious effects on fetuses that it is clearly child abuse for a pregnant woman to use cocaine.\footnote{166}

There is another perspective to this argument: the child. Providing additional penalties for prenatal drug use may help protect children from mothers who are intent upon drug use during pregnancy. One of the things that must be considered in this debate is the welfare of the child, and the welfare of the child is undoubtedly improved by keeping the mother off drugs. In fact, one of the prosecutors responsible for charging women with chemical endangerment cited the need to protect unborn children as one of the motivating factors in his decision to pursue prosecution.\footnote{167} Doug Valeska, the Houston Country District Attorney, was unforgiving in his condemnation of pregnant drug users in an interview in 2010.\footnote{168} He stated that, while his office would certainly consider any efforts by the mother to receive treatment, the proper time for women to seek treatment would have been before they became pregnant.\footnote{169} Valeska further emphasized that women who use drugs should be taking steps to ensure that they do not become pregnant.\footnote{170} Other prosecutors take a more treatment-oriented, and more practical, approach. Covington County, for example, settles prenatal chemical endangerment cases as soon as the mother enters a treatment program.\footnote{171} Approaches to these charges that focus on treatment of the
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underlying problem are much more likely to be successful. For reasons discussed above, incarceration often does not provide a cure to addiction.

C. Constitutional Arguments

The prosecution of pregnant drug users raises potential equal protection concerns. It is possible that some judges punish pregnant women more harshly than other drug users. The South Carolina judge who voiced his frustration at “girls having . . . bastard babies on crack cocaine” seems likely to punish these “girls” more severely. This raises the specter of gender bias. Furthermore, use of illegal drugs during pregnancy is a crime that only women can commit. Consequently, criminalizing this behavior will result in heightened penalties for female drug users based on their gender. It makes pregnant women a group that will be treated differently from other citizens in the eyes of the law. This is a crime that men cannot be charged with; a crime that men cannot commit. Charging pregnant women with regular drug crimes like possession, or even under child abuse laws, provides some redress to equal protection because those are crimes men can commit as well. A problem still emerges, however, if pregnant women are punished more severely than men or if they are tested for drugs because they are pregnant.

Opponents of criminalizing drug use while pregnant claim that such prosecutions present a fair notice and due process problem. Pregnant women do not, of course, lack fair notice that using illegal drugs is illegal. Pregnant women do, however, lack fair notice that using illegal drugs while pregnant makes them guilty of child abuse, child endangerment, delivery to a minor, or the various other statutes women have been charged with in these cases.

Of course, this argument hinges on women being unaware that the word “child” includes a fetus. Any child abuse statute that explicitly includes fetuses would solve this problem. Furthermore, many people commonly accept “child” to include fetuses. It is common knowledge that illegal drugs have harmful side effects. This strengthens the claim that women have fair notice that using drugs while pregnant could be considered criminal behavior.
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One of the fundamental disputes regarding interpretation of many of the statutes at issue in this debate concerns the word “child.” Some courts have refused to charge pregnant women with child abuse because, according to them, a fetus is not a child. The first step in statutory analysis is often to determine whether the statute is ambiguous, or if the words have a plain meaning. The plain meaning of the term “child” is ambiguous; there is an argument to be made on either side. Often the result will depend on how a particular state’s courts have ruled on the issue in the past.

In analyzing the breadth of the term “child,” courts look to their interpretation of the word in other statutes. Courts also consider whether the legislature has explicitly included fetuses in any other laws. In State v. Martinez, for example, the court determined that fetuses were not included in the definition of child because New Mexico courts had previously determined that a fetus was not a person under a different law and because the legislature had specifically included fetuses as victims in several other statutes. The court reasoned that if the legislature had meant to include fetuses in this law it would have used explicitly done so, as it had in the past. The court concluded that it could not constitutionally convict Martinez of child abuse because there was no fair notice that the statute applied to prenatal conduct.

Many statutes that criminalize harm to a fetus explicitly exclude pregnant women harming their own fetuses from the reach of the statute. Courts have also established a line between third party injury to a fetus and injury by the mother. The rationale behind this distinction is that the mother has an interest in protecting the fetus that is actionable at law. The state does not have this interest and so can only act on behalf of the mother’s interest. If a jurisdiction follows this rationale then drug use while pregnant cannot be considered a crime. Not all jurisdictions follow this rule, however.
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When a criminal statute is ambiguous, the rule of lenity commands that courts interpret the rule in favor of the accused. This rule would suggest that if it is not clear from the statute that “child” includes a fetus, a woman should be acquitted of the crime. However, if the court determines that the statute is unambiguous, then the rule of lenity does not apply.

V. CONCLUSION

Whether women can be prosecuted for using drugs while pregnant is likely to remain a contentious issue. Only two states, Alabama and South Carolina, have so far upheld such prosecutions. The United States Supreme Court has refused to hear any of these cases yet, but it will likely address the issue in the near future. Not only is there a split in the states on whether such activity can be criminalized, but there is a veritable media storm surrounding the topic. Any decision on the subject is likely to be close because of the abhorrent nature of the crime. Most people would undoubtedly agree that ingesting drugs while pregnant risks the health of the fetus and could potentially result in death. When treatment for drug addiction is available, and use of many of these drugs is illegal anyway, it seems selfish for women to continue to put their unborn children at risk.

If this issue comes before the United States Supreme Court, it will probably be decided the way the majority of states have decided the issue: women cannot be charged with child abuse, engenderment, etc. for using drugs while pregnant. While public policy concerns suggest it should come out the other way, constitutional implications require a different answer. Adding criminal liability for drug use while pregnant singles women out and treats them differently. A man and a pregnant woman, both arrested for using the same drug at the same time, would not be charged with the same crimes. Pregnant women would be treated differently solely because they are pregnant, and equal protection considerations forbid this.

The result may be different in cases in which the woman is charged with a statute that expressly forbids drug use while pregnant. While the constitutional concerns would remain the same, the statutory interpretation problem would be solved. Furthermore, statutes that allow for involuntary commitment of pregnant women who test positive for drugs do not seem to face the same kind of criticism that the expansion of child abuse statutes engenders. Such statutes also sidestep many of the policy concerns against child abuse prosecutions. The slippery slope argument, for example, would be significantly mitigated. One of the concerns with that argument was that any behavior that could potentially cause harm to the fetus could be
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criminalized. While an explicit statute may still be seen as a step in that direction, it does not have the same open-endedness that characterized prosecutions under child abuse statutes. Regardless of which way this issue is decided, we have definitely not seen the last of it.
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